**Gynecological Laser Instruments**

**Laser Graves Vaginal Speculum**
- With slip rings for smoke evacuation tubing
  - 90-9000: 3" x ¾" Small
  - 90-9002: 4" x 3½" Medium
  - 90-9004: 4½" x 1½" Large
  - 90-9005: 3" x ⅞" Extra Small

**Laser Graves Vaginal Speculum**
- With permanent smoke evacuation tubing
  - 90-9015: 3" x ¾" Small
  - 90-9016: 4" x 3½" Medium
  - 90-9018: 4½" x 1½" Large
  - 90-9020: 4½" x 1½" Extra Large

**Laser Pederson Vaginal Speculum**
- With slip rings for smoke evacuation tubing
  - 90-9030: 3" x ⅞" Small
  - 90-9032: 4" x ¾" Medium
  - 90-9034: 4½" x 1" Large
  - 90-9035: 2½" x ¾" Extra Small
  - 90-9038: 4" x ⅞" Slender

**Laser Pederson Vaginal Speculum**
- With permanent smoke evacuation tubing
  - 90-9040: 3" x ¾" Small
  - 90-9042: 4" x ¾" Medium
  - 90-9044: 4½" x 1" Large
  - 90-9046: 2½" x ¾" Extra Small
  - 90-9048: 4½" x 1½" Extra Large
  - 90-9050: 4" x ⅞" Slender
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**Laser Graves Vaginal Speculum**
- 90-3834 2" x ½" Small
- 90-3836 4" x ½" Medium
- 90-3838 3½” x ½” Large
- 90-3832 3¾” x ½” Extra Small
- 90-3810 4½” x ½” Extra Large

**Laser Pederson Vaginal Speculum**
- 90-3833 3" x ¼" Small
- 90-3835 4¼” x ¼” Medium
- 90-3837 5¼” x ¼” Large
- 90-3839 6¼” x ¼” Slender
- 90-3841 2½” x ¼” Medium
- 90-3841 3½” x ¼” Extra Small

**Laser Graves Wide View Vaginal Speculum**
- Wide proximal opening for instrumentation
- Medium 4½” x ¼”
- Extra Small 6½” x ¼”
- With loop to hold and direct disposable smoke evacuation tubing

**Laser Freeway Graves Vaginal Speculum**
- Open Side
- 90-3754 4¾” x ½” Without loop
- 90-3755 4¾” x ½” With loop to hold and direct disposable smoke evacuation tubing

**Laser Freeway Graves Vaginal Speculum**
- 90-3815 4½” Angle Medium

**Disposable Smoke Evacuation Tubing**
- 93-2160 Case of 50 in 10” pieces 1¼” OD 1¾” ID

**Laser Wand Clamp**
- 93-2165 Blue Nylex Glass Wand Clamp to hold ½” smoke evacuation tubing
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LASER AUVRARD VAGINAL SPECULUM
Blades 2½” x 1½”
90-9100 Medium
90-9102 Medium
2 lbs. Without loop
2 lbs. With loop to hold and direct disposable evacuation tubing.

LASER AUVRARD VAGINAL SPECULUM
Extra Long Blades 4” x 1½”
90-9106 Medium
90-9108 Medium
2 lbs. Without loop
2 lbs. With loop to hold and direct disposable evacuation tubing.

LASER STEINER-AUVRARD VAGINAL SPECULUM
Blades 5½” x 1½”
90-3560 2 lbs. Without loop
90-3561 2 lbs. With loop to hold and direct disposable evacuation tubing.

LASER SMOKE EVACUATION TUBE
90-8885 Clip-on

LASER COLLIN VAGINAL SPECULUM
90-3946 Medium with Permanent Smoke Evacuation Tube
90-3948 Medium with Loop

LASER SMOKE EVACUATION TUBE HOLDER
Holds disposable tubing to top of speculum
90-8886

LASER LATERAL VAGINAL SPECULUM
90-8845 Ratcheted Handle
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LASER KOGAN ENDOSPECULUM
With Gauge and Screws
90-8855 Narrow Wire Blades

LASER KOGAN ENDOSPECULUM
With Spring
90-8865 Narrow Wire Blades

LASER KOGAN ENDOSPECULUM
With Ratchet
90-8862 Narrow Wire Blades

LASER KOGAN ENDOSPECULUM
With Gauge and Screws
90-8858 Wide Wire Blades

LASER KOGAN ENDOSPECULUM
With Spring
90-8850 Wide Wire Blades

LASER KOGAN ENDOSPECULUM
With Ratchet
90-8860 Wide Wire Blades
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- Emmett: 5mm Diameter
- Mini Emmett: 4mm Diameter
- Maxi Iris: 3mm Diameter
- Iris: 1mm Diameter

**LASER EMMETT HOOK**
- 90-2114 9” Quick Release
- 90-2116 12” Quick Release

**LASER MINI EMMETT HOOK**
- 90-2118 9” Quick Release
- 90-2120 12” Quick Release

**LASER MAXI IRIS HOOK**
- 90-2122 9” Quick Release
- 90-2124 12” Quick Release

**LASER IRIS HOOK**
- 90-2126 9” Quick Release
- 90-2128 12” Quick Release
- Set of All 4-Tissue Hooks
  - 90-2160 9” Quick Release
  - 90-2131 12” Quick Release
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**Laser Bozeman Forceps**
- One Large Ring
- 90-2342 10½" S-Curve

**Laser Bozeman Forceps**
- 90-2340 10½" S-Curve

**Laser Campion Grasping Forceps**
- 90-2298 9½" Curved

**Laser Schroeder Tenaculum Forceps**
- 90-2325 9¾" Brown
- 90-2326 10¼" Pozzi

**Laser Babcock Forceps**
- 90-2278 8½
- 90-2279 9½

**Laser Graves Tenaculum Forceps**
- 90-2352 9" Curved sideways
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**Laser Allis/Forceps**
- 90-2274 5”
- 90-2276 7½”
- 90-2279 9½”

**Potts-Smith Forceps**
- 90-2304 7” Serrated
- 90-2306 10” Serrated

**Debakey Atraumatic Tissue Forceps**
- 2.0 mm jaws
- 90-2310 7½”
- 90-2312 9½”

**Laser Tuttle/Singley Forceps**
- 90-2270 7” Tuttle
- 90-2271 9” Singley

**Laser Adson Tissue Forceps**
- 90-2261 Serrated

**Laser Rochester-Pean Forceps**
- 90-2290 7½” Straight
- 90-2292 7½” Curved
- 90-2294 8” Longitudinal, Straight
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LASER SCHWEIZER FORCEPS
90-2350 9 1/2" Straight

LASER CLEMSETON FORCEPS
90-2348 9 1/2" No-Knatch

LASER LAUEF UTERINE POLYP FORCEPS
90-2345 7 1/2" Curved

LASER HEANEY NEEDLE HOLDER
90-2330 4 1/2"

LASER MAYO-HEGAR NEEDLE HOLDER
90-2287 7"
90-2288 4"

LASER JACKSON RETRACTER
Single End
90-9065
90-9066
3 1/2" x 1 1/4" Medium
3 1/2" x 1 1/4"
With loop to hold and direct disposable smoke evacuation tubing

LASER BACKHAUS TOWEL CLAMP
90-2302 3 1/2"
90-2300 5 1/2"